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A B S T R A C T

Background: The exploration of natural convection which is one the substantial types of convective heat
transmission in various applications for instance heat exchangers and geothermal systems along with nanoﬂuids (Nanoﬂuids have greater thermal conductivity in comparison to the conventional ﬂuids) engrossed all
researchers’ attention.
Methods: This study is dedicated to the inspection of the free convection of nanoﬂuid as well as entropy generation inside a porous cavity loaded with nano-encapsulated phase change materials (NEPCMs). The wavy
bottom section of the enclosure may be subject to a constant heat ﬂux due to the transmitted sunlight comes
from a parabolic trough solar collector. The volumetric heat source/sink is comprised in the governing equation. The robust ﬁnite element method (FEM) is deployed to handle the transformed governing equations.
Findings: The numerical simulation of the streamlines and isotherms associated with velocity distribution for
diverse factors are displayed. Further, the signiﬁcant behavior of the contributing parameters on the Nusselt
and Bejan numbers are represented. The results demonstrate that the various proﬁles of wavy bottom section
could affect the heat transmission features as well as ﬂuid ﬂow remarkably. Furthermore, it is noteworthy
that all the proﬁles of entropy enhance with increasing the amplitude with respect to the increasing undulation number for the existence of various Rayleigh number.
© 2021 Taiwan Institute of Chemical Engineers. Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
An immense application of nanomaterials is rendered in various
ﬁelds of science and engineering as well as in various industries. Due
to varied use of nanoﬂuid as a best coolant and as a best tool to boost
the thermal efﬁciency the young researchers have keen interest to
carry out their investigation in this direction. The fact is that nanoﬂuid have greater thermal conductivity in comparison to the conventional ﬂuids which may result in higher heat transfer performance.
Nanoﬂuids might well have utilization in diverse applications the
most paramount of which could be solar collectors, medical applications, electronic cooling, and radiators [18]. At the same time, the
exploration of natural convection (NC) which is one the substantial
types of convective heat transmission in various applications for
* Corresponding author.
E-mail address: a.s.dogonchi@gmail.com (A.S. Dogonchi).

instance heat exchangers and geothermal systems along with/without nanoﬂuids engrossed all researchers’ attention [911]. The
impact of the heat source’s movement on the NC within a triangleshaped enclosure loaded with CuO-H2O nanoliquid and considering
the Brownian motion has been explored by Ghasemi and Aminossadati [12]. In another work, they [13] have also carried out numerical
simulations to inspect the inﬂuence of disparate parameters like
inclination angle on the heat transfer features of NC inside an inclined
cavity taken up with the same nanoliquid. Numerical analysis of NC
within a porous container with wavy wall and considering Brownian
motion was conducted by Sheremet and Cimpean [14]. They proved
that the considered heat source may play a prominent role in the outcomes. Izadi et al. [15] inspected numerically the inﬂuence of diverse
arrangement of heat source on the NC inside a C-shaped nanoliquidﬁlled enclosure. The analysis of NC within a nanoliquid-loaded enclosure embodies a cross ﬁgure was conducted by Ahmed and Aly [16].
This study ascertained that diminishing the length of the cross ﬁgure
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Fig. 1. Schematic of current work.

by 0.6 may result in an enhancement in the amount of stream function
by almost 28%. Ma et al. [17] perused the problem of NC for a MWCNTsH2O nanoliquid inside a U-shaped cavity that possesses a hot hurdle.
Their outcomes demonstrated that at lower Rayleigh number (Ra) placing the hot hurdle in the right or left sides of the enclosure could cause
the highest Nusselt number (Nu). Magnetic NC and entropy generation
(EG) of ferroliquids within a container embodies horizontal sheet was
examined by Sivaraj and Sheremet [18]. The most important outcome of
this work was lessening the Hartmann number (Ha) may result in an
enhancement in the mean Nu and EG. Seyyedi [19] scrutinized the EG
for a NC of nanoliquid within a heart-typed porous container under magnetic ﬁeld. Eccentricity inﬂuence of heat source inside a porous region on
the NC and EG of nanoliquid was inspected by Gholamalipour et al. [20].
The impacts of diverse types of barriers, interior heat generation, and
magnetic ﬁeld on the NC and EG within a nanoliquid-ﬁlled enclosure
have been explored by Selimefendigil and Oztop [21]. Their explorations
determined that the existence of hurdles could worsen the heat transmission procedure. Rashad et al. [22] analyzed the impact of the position
and size of the heat sink/source on the entropy generation and magnetized NC for a nanostream within an inclined porous container. Cho et al.
[23] carefully examined the NC for the Al2O3-H2O nanoliquid-ﬁlled
enclosure with wavy-side-walls. They proved that ascending the volume
fraction of nanomaterials may cause an increment in the Nu for each Ra.

The EG and heat transmission features for a hybrid nanoliquid during NC
process among two oval cylinders was inspected by Tayebi and Oztop
[24]. They reported the majority of entropy production at lower Ra is
owing to thermic irreversibility. The impact of employing both singular
and hybrid nanostreams on NC inside a container warmed from below
was explored by Ghalambaz et al. [25]. There may well be also other
approaches that could be implemented to uplift the thermic performance of diverse apparatuses [2631].
Nowadays researchers are focusing on the new type of nanoliquids called NEPCMs. In this kind of nanoliquids a core as well as a
shell are constituents of the nanomaterials and the former which is
prepared by using PCM may witness a solid-liquid phase alteration at
a determined fusion temperature and consequently it might well
either take in or discharge a considerable quantity of energy by reason of latent heat of the phase alteration [32,33]. Ghalambaz et al.
[33] perused the NC features for the NEPCMs-ﬁlled cavity and their
outcomes proved that dimensionless fusion temperature could play a
leading role in the growth of heat transfer. Raizah and Aly [34] conducted a research on the suspension of the NEPCMs for the doublediffusive convection ﬂow within a porous enclosure. They deduced
that the ascending the concentration of nanomaterials could improve
the phase alteration region. Seyf et al. [35] examined the hydrodynamic and thermic features of microtube heat sink by taking NEPCMs
slurry into account as coolant. Their study ascertained a growth in
NEPCMs’s melting range could lead to an enhancement in the Nu.

Table 1
The alteration of Nuave. with f at
diverse Ra and Da.
Ra
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Fig. 2. Conﬁrmation of present work with numerical results [41].
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0.01
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0.01
0.03
0.05
0.01
0.03
0.05
0.01
0.03
0.05
0.01
0.03
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2.4879
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Fig. 3. C, temperaure, and Cr for varied measure of Da and Ra (b = 0.2, Hs = 1, N = 2, f = 5%, Ste = 0.313, and uf = 0.2).

Fig. 4. Velocities for varied measure of Da and Ra (b = 0.2, Hs = 1, N = 2, f = 5%, Ste = 0.313, and uf = 0.2).

Ghalambaz et al. [36] inspected the EG for a natural convection of
NEPCMs inside a semi-annular container. They revealed the heat
transfer may boost by existence of the particles of NEPCMs. The inﬂuence of Stefan number on the NC within a NEPCMs-ﬁlled eccentric

region was scrutinized by Mehryan et al. [37]. The results demonstrated that in the case of lower Stefan number more heat transfer
could be achievable. The analysis of the entropy production for a
magnetic NC within a NEPCMs-loaded porous container entails

Fig. 5. C, temperature, and Cr for varied measure of Hs and Ra (b = 0.2, Da = 101, N = 2, f = 5%, Ste = 0.313, and uf = 0.2).
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Fig. 6. Velocities for varied measure of Ha and Ra (b = 0.2, Da = 101, N = 2, f = 5%, Ste = 0.313, and uf = 0.2).

Fig. 7. C, temperature, and Cr for varied measure of N, b, and Ra (Hs = 1, Da = 101, f = 5%, Ste = 0.313, and uf = 0.2).
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Fig. 8. Velocities for varied measure of N, b, and Ra (Hs = 1, Da = 101, f = 5%, Ste = 0.313, and uf = 0.2).

rectangular ﬁns was conducted by Dogonchi et al. [38]. They acquired
the ﬁns could have a remarkable impact of the features of heat transfer. Nayak et al. [39] inspected the inﬂuence of various structures of
wavy bafﬂe on the magnetized NC and entropy production in an
enclosure ﬁlled with NEPCMs.
This work dissects the entropy generation along with natural convection within a NEPCMs-ﬁlled porous enclosure in which its wavy
bottom part which may vary according to the undulation number
and amplitude is subject to a constant heat ﬂux because of the transmitted sunlight comes from a parabolic trough solar collector (PTSC).
Considering the volumetric heat source/sink, the governing equations
may well be solved via ﬁnite element method (FEM) and accordingly
the results may be portrayed for disparate governing parameters.
2. Governing equations

Fig. 9. The alteration of Cr with varied measure of uf and Ra (b = 0.2, Hs = 1, N = 2,
f = 5%, and Ste = 0.313).

A parabolic trough solar collector (PTSC) with a reﬂector that
could transmit the sunlight to the bottom part of the porous enclosure subject to volumetric heat source/sink and ﬁlled up with
NEPCMs in which the natural convection takes place is analyzed in
the current investigation (Fig. 1). The structure of the wavy part of
enclosure subject to a constant heat ﬂux could vary based on its
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Fig. 10. Enlocal due to HT, FF, and PM for varied measure of Da and Ra (b = 0.2, Hs = 1, N = 2, f = 5%, Ste = 0.313, and uf = 0.2).

Fig. 11. Enlocal and Belocal for varied measure of Da and Ra (b = 0.2, Hs = 1, N = 2, f = 5%, Ste = 0.313, and uf = 0.2).

Fig. 12. Enlocal due to HT, FF, and PM for varied measure of Hs and Ra (b = 0.2, Da = 101, N = 2, f = 5%, Ste = 0.313, and uf = 0.2).
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undulation number and amplitude. The ﬂuid ﬂow may well be
assumed to be steady, laminar, Newtonian, and incompressible.
Therefore, taking account of Boussinesq theory the equations governing on this kind of system could be represented as [33,34,36]:
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here rb/rf = (1  ’) + ’(rp/rf), Pr ¼ mf =rf af , bb/bf = (1  ’) + ’(bp/
bf), Ra = gL3rfbfDT/mfaf, mb/mf = (1 + Nv’), kb/kf = (1 + Nc’), and
Cr ¼ ðrCp Þb =ðrCp Þf ¼ ð1  fÞ þ fλ þ xfSte f . In the last three expressions Nv, Nc, Ste, and f implicate the numbers of dynamic viscosity
and thermal conductivity, the Stefan number, and non-dimensional
fusion function, sequentially. According to [33], f may well be characterized as:
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in which uf represents the dimensionless fusion temperature.
Furthermore, the following boundary conditions are considered
for the current paper:

C¼0
@u=@n ¼ 1

on all walls;
on the heated wall

u¼0
@u=@n ¼ 0

Fig. 13. Enlocal and Belocal for varied measure of Hs and Ra (b = 0.2, Da = 101, N = 2, f = 5%, Ste = 0.313, and uf = 0.2).

on the cold wall
on the adiabatic walls

ð10Þ
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The heat exchange rate i.e. the local and average Nusselt on the
heated wall could be ascertained as:
Z
k 1
1 S
Nuloc: ¼ b ; Nuave: ¼
Nuloc: ds
ð11Þ
kf u
S 0
in the above-mentioned equations S designates the length of wall
which is subject to the constant heat ﬂux.
3. Entropy generation
In this section the equations required to dissect the entropy generation (En) for the current system could be demonstrated as [19]:
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here Enlocal, HT, Enlocal, FF, and Enlocal, PM signify the local entropy generation by reason of heat transfer, ﬂuid friction, and porous medium,
sequentially and the aggregate of them would result in the local
entropy generation Enlocal. Moreover, the total En may well be
attained by integrating them as:
R
R
Entotal;HT ¼ V Enlocal;HT dV: Entotal;FF ¼ V Enlocal;FF dV:
R
R
ð13Þ
Entotal;PM ¼ V Enlocal;PM dV: Entotal ¼ V Enlocal dV:
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4. Numerical approach and validation
The proposed article is formulated on the ﬂow of nanoliquid
inside a porous cavity ﬁlled loaded NEPCMs. The wavy bottom section of the enclosure may be subject to a constant heat ﬂux due to
the transmitted sunlight comes from a parabolic trough solar collector Fig. 1). The volumetric heat source/sink is included in the governing equation. The impact of permeability may also be inspected to
deliberate the credibility of the resistive force on the ﬂow phenomena of the nanoﬂuid. The distorted coupled Eqs. (6)((8) associated
with the fusion function and the appropriate boundary conditions
(10) are solved numerically by employing ﬁnite element method. A
non-uniform structural grid is prepared and then the governing
equations presented in its weak forms discretized. Moreover, the iteration procedure may be carried on till to gain a good precision of
105. More explanations about the procedure could be found from
[40]. In order to ﬁgure out the accuracy of this method, we made a
comparison between the outcome of it with the work of Kahveci [41]
for a quadrangular cavity ﬁlled up with both normal liquid and nanoliquid and the consequence of this assessment displayed in Fig. 2
proved that the results of FEM could be trustable.

5. Results and discussion
The role of nanoparticle volume fraction, f is vital for the
enhancement of the heat transfer properties since the effective thermal properties such as viscosity, density, conductivity and the volumetric expansions are dependent upon the volume fraction of the

Fig. 14. Enlocal due to HT, FF, and PM for varied measure of N, b, and Ra (Hs = 1, Da = 101, f = 5%, Ste = 0.313, and uf = 0.2).
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nanoparticle. However, the dynamic viscosity Nv, thermal conductivity, Nc and the Stefan number, Ste are also have vital role on the heat
transfer phenomenon. Further, the fusion function f with an involvement of dimensionless fusion temperature, (uf), has signiﬁcant contributions on it. Besides to that the inﬂuence of diverse parameters for
instance Rayleigh number (Ra), heat source parameter (Hs), Darcy
number (Da), and the undulation number (N) of wavy wall and its
amplitude (b) on the natural convection features happened inside a
NEPCMs-ﬁlled porous cavity subject to constant heat ﬂux is scrutinized via graphically and the numerical simulation of Nuave is presented in tabular form. Table 1 portrays the impact of Da and Ra in
conjunction with f on the proﬁles of Nuave. The simulated is carried
out for several values of Ra i.e. 103, 104 and 105 by introducing various values of the Da. The range of f is considered to be 1 to 5% and it
is the amount of nanomaterial present inside the host ﬂuid that is
completely agglomerated. The augmentation in f renders to a signiﬁcant hike in Nuave and the greater in the strength of Da. This behavior
is exhibited because of the body force’s resistance appeared by the
ﬂow of nanoﬂuid within the permeable medium that enhances the

heat transmission rate about the cold area. Further, enhanced Ra
boosts up the proﬁle as a result the Nuave grows. Moreover, the inﬂuence of various pertinent physical parameters with ﬁxed values of
the remaining deliberated earlier, the proﬁles of ﬂuid temperature u ,
streamlines C, heat capacity ratio Cr and the velocity is presented
graphically. Fig. 3 portrays the characteristics of Da and Ra on the Cr,
u, and C contours. The range of Rayleigh number is assumed to be
103 < Ra < 105. An increase in the Ra the ﬂuid temperature boosts up
which cause the contour to move to the top from the bottom layer to
the central part of the channel. The adiabatic region leaves the temperature that causes a signiﬁcant enhancement in the temperature.
This happens owing to a growth in Ra. However, without the loss of
generality an enhanced permeability enforces to give rise to the temperature contour. It is seen that for Da = 101, the alteration of
|Cmax |nf is displayed with its ascending treatment as 0.0430,446 to
3.42,847, for Da = 102, it rises from |Cmax | = 0.0309333 to
|Cmax | = 3.00692 and ﬁnally for Da = 103 this variation is encountered as |Cmax | = 0.00832293 to |Cmax | = 0.788381. Further, growing Da may cause ﬂow ﬁeld to weak. This would be owing to the fact

Fig. 15. Enlocal and Belocal for varied measure of N, b, and Ra (Hs = 1, Da = 101, f = 5%, Ste = 0.313, and uf = 0.2) Ra = 103.
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that the incorporation of resistive force leads a retarding effect. The
impact of Ra and Da on the velocities distribution (U,V) due to the
inclusion of 5% nanoparticle volume fraction is presented in Fig. 4.
Irrespective of the permeability of the medium increasing Ra could
lead to U and V to grow in their own orientations. However, increment in Da, the velocities distribution retards remarkably for the several amounts of Ra. The forces i.e. inclusion of porosity could oppose
the velocity distribution. However, separation near the vertical walls
of the cavity is exhibited due to the hot and cold walls. The variation
of the heat source/sink due to the enhanced values of the Ra on the
ﬂuid temperature, streamlines and the heat capacity ratio contour
proﬁles is displayed in Fig. 5. The signiﬁcant enhancement is encountered in the temperature distribution of the nanoﬂuid for the suitable
temperature differences from sink to source. The range of the level of
changes in the absorption to heat generation is -3 to 3 i.e. -3<Hs<3.
As described earlier the boosts in the proﬁles is rendered for greater
values of Ra. However, the ﬁxed values of the other pertinent

107

parameters are exhibited in the corresponding proﬁles. Fig. 6 illustrates the variation of heat source/sink on the velocity proﬁles of
both longitudinal and transverse direction. The signiﬁcant improvement in the velocity distributions is marked for the level of changes
in the external heat applied to the system. In the permeable medium
the velocity proﬁles boosts up when the range of the heat source/
sink varies from -3 to 3. It is seen that, the variation of longitudinal
velocity is from |Umax | = 0.205589to |Umax | = 0.728494 and transverse velocity from |Vmax | = 0.25332to |Vmax | = 0.347443for
Ra = 103. Similarly, drastically improvement is rendered for the
higher values of Ra as displayed in the corresponding ﬁgure. Figs. 7
and 8 describe the variation of the undulation number (N) of wavy
wall and its amplitude (b) on the various proﬁles of temperature,
streamlines, Cr and the velocity distribution of both longitudinal and
transverse proﬁles respectively. The variation of b is observed within
the range of 0.10.3 whereas the undulation number (N) considered
as N = 1, N = 2 and N = 3. It is interesting to observe that with

Fig. 16. Nuloc for varied measure of Da, Ra, and Hs.
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Fig. 17. Nuloc for varied measure of N, b, and Ra.

increasing N the number of wave forms near the heat ﬂux region
varies depending upon N and there is a similar pattern follows in
each proﬁles. Further, it is seen that enhancing amplitude encourages
to grown up the proﬁle signiﬁcantly. This pattern changes highly

with enhanced values of Ra from the bottom layer towards the upper
region of the semi-circular cavity. Further, signiﬁcant augmentation
in the velocity proﬁle is marked due to enhanced values of both b
and N. The fusion temperature has signiﬁcant role on the Cr is exhibited in Fig. 9 for several enhancement in the values of Ra. Here, the

Fig. 18. Nuave. for varied measure of Da, Hs and Ra.
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fusion function depends upon the fusion temperature that is varies
within the range 0.1< uf <0.4 and it is seen that increasing uf the
lower down the proﬁle from the upper part of the cavity to the bottom layer and it gradually diminishes at the bottom layer for the low
values of Ra i.e. Ra = 103. For the higher Ra it is observed that the,
near the inner wall of the cavity it gives rise due to the energy dissipates from the core shell of the PCM and for constant heat ﬂux
applied thereat. The irreversibility of the system due to the simula-

109

tion of thermal energy causes a signiﬁcant study on En. The measure
of thermicenergy per unit temperature is called Entropy which also
measures the molecular disorder. Fig. 10 signiﬁes the variation of
Enlocal, HT, Enlocal, FF, and Enlocal, PM i.e. the local entropy generation
because of heat transfer, ﬂuid friction, and porous medium for the
several values of Da along with the higher values of Ra. It is seen that
the core part of the cavity a signiﬁcant change in the local entropy is
rendered due to heat transfer and further it distributes throughout

Fig. 19. Nuave. for varied measure of N and b.

Fig. 20. Nuave. for varied measure of uf and Ste.
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the cavity for increasing Ra. No signiﬁcant deviation is marked in the
local entropy due to the ﬂuid friction however, it affects the proﬁles
of local entropy due to the permeability of the medium. However, the
pressure drop in the cavity signiﬁes the Bejan number. The simulation of Belocal for diverse values of Ra in a speciﬁed range of Da is portrayed in Fig. 11. One may deduce that the local Bejan number
descends with growing Ra also ascending Da and porosity with
higher Rayleigh number, the treatment of the local Bejan number is
negligible. Signiﬁcance of the Rayleigh number on the proﬁles of variation of Enlocal, HT, Enlocal, FF, and Enlocal, PM i.e. the local entropy generation because of heat transfer, ﬂuid friction, and porous medium for
the several values of the different values of heat source/sink that is
presented in Fig. 12. It is noteworthy that, for the lower value of Ra
the distribution is located near the inner walls and further increasing
values of Ra enhance the transfer rate throughout the entire domain.
However, the enhanced values of Hs from sink to source the local
entropy for the heat transfer is located near to the inner walls. Further, increasing Ra the distribution of the entropy in the permeable
medium is higher than that of the lower values of Ra. Fig. 13 deliberates the local entropy as well as the local Bejan value for the values of
Ra and heat source/sink. Earlier it is described as the local entropy
located near the inner wall for the lower values of Ra and further it
distributes throughout the cavity it is pointed out the impact is
reverse in case of local Bejan value. Henceforth, for the lower values

of Ra the distribution is located near the outer walls and then gradually transfer towards the entire cavity as Ra increases. The behavior
of undulation number (N) of wavy wall and its amplitude (b) on the
proﬁles of Enlocal, HT, Enlocal, FF, and Enlocal, PM in Fig. 14 and the on the
proﬁles of local entropy as well as the local Bejan in Fig. 15. The heat
transfer rate diminishes gradually as the enhancement of the N and
b. For higher value of N, the entropy loss in case of HT and FF in ore
whereas the effect is reverse in case of permeable medium. The
observation for the case of local entropy and local Bejan number also
decelerates for the increasing N and b. The heat transfer rate that is
the Nuloc. versus length of the heater for various values of Ra, Da and
Hs is presented in Fig. 16. The behavior of these parameters on the
local rate coefﬁcient is affected due to the augmentation in these values. It is seen that the in the permeable medium the change in Nusselt number is insigniﬁcant but in the impermeable region the
deviation between the proﬁle is signiﬁcant for higher Ra. Also, it is
interesting that near the outer walls a little bit hikes is marked and
the similar retardation is presented in magnitude at the second wall.
Moreover, in the middle region a simple ﬂuctuation is occurred and
almost at centre of the cavity a remarkable hike is pronounced. A
similar characteristic is observed for the several values of the heat
source/sink parameter. It is noticed that the increasing values of Hs
from the sink to source retards the proﬁle signiﬁcantly. Again
enhanced values of Ra the squeeze between the proﬁles augmented

Fig. 21. Enlocal due to HT, FF, and PM and Entotal for varied measure of Da and Ra.
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signiﬁcantly. The proﬁle of Nuloc for the variation of the undulation
number (N) of wavy wall, its amplitude (b), and Ra is observed in
Fig. 17. As described earlier, the pattern of the proﬁles is similar but
the increasing b and N retards the local Nusselt number and the number of wavy front is displayed depending upon the values of N. Fig. 18
illustrates the variation of Da, Hs and Ra on the Nuave. All the ﬁgures
suggest the inﬂuence of Da and Hs versus Ra to measure the characteristics of Nuave. Initially for lower Ra i.e. as Ra varies from 103 to 104
the behavior is approximately linear and further, drastic enhancement is rendered within the range 104 to 105. The retardation in the
porosity i.e. 101<Da<103 the rate of Nuave is greater. In comparison
to Hs for both sink and source it is beneﬁcial to the absorption coefﬁcient that enhances the average Nusselt number. Fig. 19 illustrates
the inﬂuence of the undulation number (N) of wavy wall and its
amplitude (b) on the proﬁles of Nuave with respect to the proposed
range of Rayleigh number. The proﬁle increases slightly within the
range of Ra from 103 to 104 but further for higher Ra i.e. from 104 to
105 the boost in the heat transfer rate in greater. However, the augmentation in the values of b retards the proﬁles signiﬁcantly. The
experience of the Stefan number and Ra versus fusion temperature
on the Nuave is presented in Fig. 20. It is seen that irrespective of the
values of Ra the increasing Stefan number a hike is marked within
the range of uf < 0.2 and further it retards signiﬁcantly. Figs. 21 and
22 displays the impact of Da and Hs respectively with respect to Ra
on the various proﬁles of Enlocal like HT, FF, and PM. The increasing
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values of Ra within the range 103 to 104 the proﬁle retards insignificantly however, the sudden retardation is marked within the range
104 to 105 in case of total entropy due to heat transfer. The behavior
is reversed in case of the total entropy due to ﬂuid friction and porous
medium. Moreover, the appearance of heat source and sink also
retards for lower values of Ra i.e. 103 to 104 for the total entropy due
to heat transfer and impact is opposite in other three cases displayed
in the ﬁgure. Fig. 23 displays the behavior of the undulation number
(N) of wavy wall and its amplitude (b) on the proﬁles of Enlocal due to
HT, PM, and FF. Here, the variation of b versus N is displayed in each
ﬁgure. It is noteworthy that all the proﬁles of entropy enhance with
increasing the amplitude with respect to the increasing undulation
number for the existence of various Rayleigh number.
6. Closing remarks
The ﬂow of nanoﬂuid enclosed within a porous enclosure ﬁlled
with NEPCMs is analyzed in the current investigation. The wavy bottom section of the enclosure may be subject to a constant heat ﬂux
due to the transmitted sunlight comes from a parabolic trough
solar collector. The volumetric heat source/sink is included in the
governing equation. The absorption of NEPCM particle and release
of latent heat are obtained due to the phase change material.
Finite Element Method, a numerical scheme is utilized to solve
governing equations and simulations may be conducted for

Fig. 22. Entotal,HT, Entotal,FF, Entotal,PM, and Entotal for varied measure of Hs.
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Fig. 23. Entotal,HT, Entotal,FF, Entotal,PM, and Entotal for varied measure of N and b.

controlling parameter. Further, the computational outcomes of
entropy generation are portrayed by ﬁgures. All in all, the ultimate notable outcomes are;
 A greater concurrency of the present simulated result with that of
the former experimental and numerical outcomes is obtained and
that corroborates a path to lead this work for the further examination with an inclusion of impressive factors employing the numerical evaluation scheme FEM.
 The heat transfer criterion enriches owing to the conjunction of
heat capacity and thermal conductivity for fusion temperature
with an inclusion of NEPCM.

 Higher Ra boosts up the proﬁle of Nuave and further, growing in
the nanoparticle volume fraction also encourages it. This behavior
is reverse due to the resistive force offered by Da.
 For the lower value of Ra the distribution is located near the inner
walls and further increasing values of Ra enhance the transfer rate
throughout the entire domain.
 The Nuavg falls due to the ﬂow through the permeable region and
further augmenting Ra in its range, decelerates the proﬁle of Nuavg
signiﬁcantly.
 All proﬁles of entropy boost with growing the amplitude with
respect to the growing undulation number for the existence of
diverse Ra.
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